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Abstract
Nowadays, more and more users store their data in cloud
storage servers for great convenience and real benefits of-
fered by the service, so cloud data storage becomes one of
the desirable services provided by cloud service providers.
Multi-Authority Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based En-
cryption (MA-CP-ABE) is an emerging cryptographic so-
lution to data access control for large-scale collaborative
cloud storage service, which allows any data owner to out-
source the data to cloud data storage in order to enable
users from collaborating domains or organizations to ac-
cess the outsourced data. However, the existing MA-CP-
ABE schemes cannot be directly applied to collaborative
cloud storage services as data access control due to the key
escrow problem and the absence of dual revocation mech-
anism (user revocation and attribute revocation). By ad-
dressing these issues, this paper presents a Key-Escrow-
Free Multi-Authority Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based
Encryption Scheme with Dual-Revocation by introducing
“the essential attribute” and making use of a certificate
authority apart from attribute authorities. Compared
with the existing MA-CP-ABE schemes, the proposed
scheme is the most suitable one to enable data access con-
trol for collaborative cloud storage systems. Furthermore,
the security and performance analysis indicates that our
scheme is more secure and reasonably efficient to be ap-
plied to practical scenarios as collaborative cloud storage
systems.

Keywords: Access Control; Attribute Revocation; Col-
laborative Data Storage; Key Escrow; Multi-authority
Ciphertext-policy Attribute-based Encryption; User Revo-
cation

1 Introduction

Cloud storage is one of the popular services offered by
cloud service providers, which allows data owners to store

their data in third party storage servers for great conve-
nience and real benefits offered by the service. However,
this service introduces a great challenge to data access
control which addresses how data owners ensure that their
data stored in the third party storage servers are accessed
by only authorized users [1, 9, 23, 30]. Since data stor-
age servers are not in the same domain with data owners,
they can not be fully trusted by data owners to be in
charge of making data access decisions on behalf of the
data owners.

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-
ABE) scheme is a great achievement to solve the challenge
of data access control over data stored in cloud storage;
it is a public key encryption technique designed for one-
to-many communications, where data owners hold direct
control on their access policies and the access policies are
enforced cryptographically [2, 17, 25, 39]. In CP-ABE,
each user is entitled to a set of attributes which are asso-
ciated with the user’s secret key. The data owner chooses
an access policy over a set of attributes and encrypts the
data under the access policy. A user is able to decrypt
the ciphertext as long as the set of attributes associated
with the user’s secret key satisfies the access policy of the
ciphertext. This desirable property of CP-ABE makes it
suitable for data access control for cloud storage. Since
its first introduction [4], there have been extensive re-
search [7, 11, 15, 21, 33] regarding its various aspects.
In all these schemes, one trusted central authority is re-
quired to handle all attributes in the system and issue
a secret key for each user in the system. These schemes
thus can be utilized as a data access control for cloud stor-
age where data is encrypted under an access policy over
attributes issued by a domain or an organization. How-
ever, in large-scale collaborative cloud storage systems,
where data owners want to share their data according to
the access policies described over attributes issued across
different domains and organizations, the trusted central
authority may become the bottleneck in the system per-
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formance. Furthermore, it is not proper from the point of
security due to the single point of trust.

Multi-Authority CP-ABE (MA-CP-ABE) scheme is in-
troduced to overcome the issues mentioned above. In
MA-CP-ABE schemes, users may hold attributes issued
by multiple attribute authorities and data owners may
also encrypt their data under access policies defined over
attributes from different attribute authorities. Since, in
MA-CP-ABE schemes, attributes are independently man-
aged by different attribute authorities, both the work-
load and trust are distributed over multiple attribute au-
thority instead of being centralized on a single authority.
Since the introduction of MA-ABE [6] , researchers have
done wide-ranging research on multi-authority CP-ABE
schemes [8, 10, 18, 19, 20, 24, 26, 35, 36] by considering
various challenges facing to it.

However, the existing MA-CP-ABE schemes cannot be
directly applied to a collaborative cloud storage as data
access control due to the key escrow problem and the
absence of dual revocation mechanism (user revocation
and attribute revocation). Although the existing MA-
CP-ABE schemes overcome the issue of the single point
of trust, they still hold the key escrow problem in the
scope of any attribute authority. Consequently, any at-
tribute authority could decrypt any data which encrypted
under an access policy over a set of attributes from only
the attribute authority, and the failure or corruption of
any attribute authority also raises security issue for the
data that encrypted under an access policy described by
a set of attributes from one attribute authority. The con-
sequences of these issues are not acceptable for collabora-
tive cloud storage where data owners would like to make
their data only accessible to designated users. Moreover,
the existing MA-CP-ABE schemes lack dual revocation
mechanism dealing with the invalidation of users’ access
privilege at either attribute level and system level. The
mechanism invalidating a user’s access privilege at the
system level is called user revocation, which addresses the
problem of revoking a user’s full access privilege from the
system when the user is detected as malicious, or the user
leaves the system. Whereas the mechanism invalidating
a user’s access privilege at the attribute level is called at-
tribute revocation, which concerns the issue of revoking
a user’s partial access privilege when the user’s attribute
set can be changed dynamically due to the user’s role
change in the system. Several works [16, 22, 29, 32, 34]
have been proposed by solely concerning user revocation
issue but in single-authority CP-ABE since the first dis-
cussion on user revocation in [4]. However, they are not
directly applicable to collaborative cloud data storage sys-
tems due to the following drawbacks: vulnerable against
collusion attack, scalability problem, and security degra-
dation. Only considering attribute revocation issue, CP-
ABE schemes with immediate attribute revocation mech-
anisms [13, 14, 31, 37, 38] and CP-ABE schemes with
time-based attribute revocation mechanisms [27, 31] have
been proposed in single-authority CP-ABE settings. Nev-
ertheless, the time-based approaches cause the security

degradation problem in terms of forward secrecy until the
next expiration time, and the immediate revocation ap-
proaches except for the scheme in [37] make the system
impurely CP-ABE-based such that it requires the server
to be fully trusted. Moreover, the scheme in [37] cannot
resist collusion attack from the server and non-revoked
users since the updated ciphertexts are transformable to
their old versions if the server misuses the update key,
and also this scheme results in the stateless user prob-
lem. Later on, the similar attribute revocation solutions
as those in [13, 31, 37] have been used in the MA-CP-ABE
schemes [10, 20, 36], respectively, but these schemes in-
herit the drawbacks from the corresponding attribute re-
vocation solutions. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no MA-CP-ABE scheme which overcomes the key escrow
problem and supports secure and scalable dual revocation
mechanism (user revocation and attribute revocation).

In this paper, we propose a Key-Escrow-Free Multi-
Authority CP-ABE Scheme with Dual-Revocation to en-
able a secure and scalable data access control for collab-
orative cloud storage systems. To accomplish the goal of
this study, we encounter the following major challenges:
(a) how to tie a user’s secret keys together to prevent
the collusion attack, (b) how to overcome the key escrow
problem, (c) how to achieve dual revocation mechanism
in which the trust of the cloud server must be reduced. In
the proposed scheme, we thus overcome these challenges
by introducing a dummy attribute called “the essential
attribute” and user-central-key. In addition, our scheme
makes use of a certificate authority apart from attribute
authorities. The user-central-key is used to tie user’s se-
cret keys issued by different authorities; which is issued by
the certificate authority. The essential attribute, which is
handled by the certificate authority, is used in our con-
struction for the dual-purpose of overcoming the key es-
crow problem and achieving user revocation mechanism.

For these purposes, in our scheme, each user holds an
additional user-attribute-key associated with the essential
attribute, and each data is encrypted under an access pol-
icy formed from a boolean formula that is expressed as a
binary access tree which has two subtrees connected to an
AND root gate. While one subtree consists of only leaf
node associated with the essential attribute, the other
subtree is formed from an access policy defined by the
data owner over a set of meaningful attributes. That is to
say, in our scheme, an access policy is defined over a set of
attributes from at least two authorities: one must be the
certificate authority and the other can be any attribute
authority from which some attributes are involved in the
access policy. Therefore, a data owner uses the public
keys of those authorities together as a message encapsu-
lation key, which results in that our scheme overcomes the
key escrow problem. To achieve dual revocation mecha-
nism, we assign an attribute secret for each attribute in
the system including the essential attribute. Note that
certificate authority is the revocation controller in user
revocation mechanism, while attribute authorities are the
charge of the revocation controller in attribute revoca-
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tion mechanism. When either of user revocation or at-
tribute revocation event takes place, the corresponding
revocation controller redefines the attribute secret for the
involved attribute. Accordingly, the attribute secret for
the corresponding component in the public parameters,
ciphertexts, and non-revoked users’ secret keys must be
updated in order to guarantee backward secrecy and for-
ward secrecy.

To do so, we must consider the following practical
problems that exist in the existing revocable CP-ABE
schemes: the frequent update of public parameters, pres-
ence of a fully trusted cloud server, collusion attack that
might be triggered by partially revoked or fully revoked
user, and stateless user problem. The frequent update of
the public parameters that exists in the revocation mech-
anisms of the previous works is not practical because it
requires data owners to be aware of each revocation event
and get the updated public parameters to avoid generat-
ing an invalid ciphertext no one could decrypt. To solve
this impracticality, we introduce ill-formed ciphertext and
ciphertext-heal-key components in our construction. The
fully trusted cloud server that is considered in revocation
mechanism of the previous works makes the system not
purely CP-ABE based as well as vulnerable to the collu-
sion attack from the cloud server and any revoked users.
Although in our scheme, the cloud server is delegated to
update ciphertexts upon any revocation event as similar
as in previous works, we must prevent any unauthorized
decryption by any fully revoked or partially revoked user
with colluding with cloud server which is provided with
a ciphertext-update key. Our solution for this challenge
is that the ciphertext-update key generated by the re-
vocation controller cannot be misused to transform the
updated ciphertext to its old version. Moreover, the re-
vocation controller generates a unique key-update-key for
each non-revoked user, which cannot be used by any other
user, such that our scheme can resist the collusion attack
from any revoked user and non-revoked user. However,
key-update-key generation for each user and its distribu-
tion to each non-revoked user bring more overhead on the
revocation controller upon each revocation event.

In addition, it might result in stateless user problem
such that authorized users can not decrypt the cipher-
texts to which they authorized to access if the non-revoked
users miss some key-update-keys due to some reasons. By
simultaneously considering the overhead and the state-
less user problem, our scheme uses a system-wide version
number for each attribute in the system including the es-
sential attribute to indicate the evolution of the attribute
secret of the attribute. As a result, the revocation con-
troller generates a unique key-update-key with the lat-
est version number for the non-revoked user on demand
whenever the user requests. The user request is triggered
by the detection of the fact that any attribute component
of his/her secret key is stateless by checking the corre-
sponding version values in the both ciphertext and user-
attribute-key upon a decryption process.

The main contributions of this work are summa-

rized as follows. We provide the first construction of
Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority CP-ABE Scheme with
Dual-Revocation and summarize the comparisons be-
tween the proposed scheme and the existing MA-CP-
ABE schemes regarding their functionalities, as in Ta-
ble 1. Dual revocation mechanism of the proposed scheme
guarantees both backward and forward secrecy, resists the
potential collusion attacks and deals with practical prob-
lems that exist in the existing revocable CP-ABE schemes
such as frequent update of the public parameters, the
presence of a fully trusted cloud server, and the stateless
user problem. Furthermore, we prove that the proposed
scheme is selectively secure in the standard model under
the q-parallel BDHE assumption as well as provide secu-
rity and performance analysis compared with the existing
works. The security and performance analysis show that
our scheme is more secure and reasonably efficient to be
applied to practical scenarios as collaborative cloud stor-
age systems.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we provide some preliminary knowledge used in
this work. The system model, algorithm definitions, se-
curity model and security properties are described in Sec-
tion 3. The proposed Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority
CP-ABE Scheme with Dual-Revocation is presented in
Section 4 as a data access control for collaborative cloud
storage. The security and performance analysis of the
proposed scheme is provided in Section 5. Finally, a con-
clusion is given in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Access Structures

Definition 1. (Access Structure [3]) Let {P1, P2, ..., Pn}
be a set of parties. A collection A ⊆ 2{P1,P2,...,Pn} is
monotone if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C implies C ∈ A. An ac-
cess structure is a monotone collection A of non-empty
subsets of {P1, P2, ..., Pn}, i.e., A ⊆ 2{P1,P2,...,Pn} \ {∅}.
The sets in A are called the authorized sets, and the sets
not in A are called the unauthorized sets.

In our context, the role of the parties is taken by the
attributes. Thus, the access structure A will contain the
authorized set of attributes. We only consider monotone
access structures.

2.2 Linear Secret Sharing Scheme

Definition 2. (Linear Secret Sharing Scheme
(LSSS) [3]). A secret-sharing scheme

∏
over a set

of parties P is called linear over Zp if

1) The shares of each party form a vector over Zp.

2) There exists a matrix an M with l rows and n
columns called the secret-generating matrix for

∏
.

For all i = 1, ..., l, the i-th row of M is labeled by a
party ρ(i), where ρ is a function that maps a row to a
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Table 1: Comparison of multi-authority CP-ABE schemes

Properties [26] [18] [24] [36] [28] [20] [10] Our
Master Authority Free No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Scalability Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes
Key Escrow Free No No Yes No No No No Yes
Attribute Revocation No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
User Revocation No No No No No No No Yes
Bilinear Group Order Prime Composite Composite Prime Prime Composite Composite Prime
Security Model GGM ROM ROM ROM ROM SM ROM SM

* GGM: Generic Group Model, ROM: Random Oracle Model, SM: Standard Model

party for labeling. When we consider the column vec-
tor ~v = (s, r2, ..., rn), where s ∈ Zp is the secret to be
shared and r2, ..., rn ∈ Zp are randomly chosen, then
M~v is the vector of l shares of the secret s according
to
∏

. The share (M~v)i belongs to party ρ(i).

According to [3], each linear secret sharing scheme
meets linear reconstruction property defined as follows:
Suppose that

∏
is a LSSS for the access structure A. Let

S ∈ A be any authorized set, and let I ⊂ {1, 2, ..., l} be the
set of rows whose labels are in S, i.e. I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ S}.
Then there exists constants {wi ∈ Zp}i∈I such that if
{λi} are valid shares of any secret s according to

∏
, then∑

i∈I wiλi = s. Additionally, it is shown in [3] that the
constants {wi}i∈I can be found in time polynomial in the
size of the secret-generating matrix M .

2.3 Bilinear Map

Let G0 and G1 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of
prime order p. Let g be a generator of G0 and e be a
bilinear map, e : G0 ×G0 → G1 with the following prop-
erties:

1) Bilinearity : for all u, v ∈ G0 and a, b ∈ Zp, we have
e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy : e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Computability : There is an efficient algorithm to
compute e(u, v) for ∀u, v ∈ G0.

2.4 Decisional q-Parallel Bilinear Diffie-
Hellman Exponent Assumption

Choose a group G0 of prime order p according to the
security parameter. Let a, s, b1, ..., bq ∈ Zp be chosen at
random and g be a generator of G0. If an adversary is
given ~y =

g, gs, ga, ..., g(a
q), , g(a

q+2), ..., g(a
2q)

∀1≤j≤qgs·bj , ..., ga/bj , ..., g(a
q/bj), , g(a

q+2/bj), ..., g(a
2q/bj)

∀1≤j,k≤q,k 6=jga·s·bk/bj , ..., g(a
q·s·bk/bj)

it must remain hard to distinguish e(g, g)a
q+1s ∈ G1 from

a random element in G1.

An algorithm B that outputs z ∈ {0, 1} has advantage
ε in solving decisional q-parallel BDHE in G0 if∣∣∣Pr[B(~y, T = e(g, g)a

q+1s) = 0
]
− Pr

[
B(~y, T = R) = 0

]∣∣∣ ≥ ε.
Definition 3. The decisional q-parallel BDHE assump-
tion holds if no polynomial time algorithm has a non-
negligible advantage in solving the q-parallel BDHE prob-
lem.

3 System and Security Models

3.1 System Model

We consider a collaborative cloud storage system as illus-
trated in Figure 1, and the system consists of the following
entities:

Certificate Authority (CA): It sets up the system. In
addition, CA is in charge of authorizing and revoking
users’ access privileges to and from the system. For
this purpose, it handles the essential attribute such
that it acts as an attribute authority handling only
one attribute.

Attribute Authorities (AA): It sets up its own do-
main. Each AA is responsible for entitling and revok-
ing attributes for and from users according to their
roles in its domain. In our system, every attribute
belongs to a single AA, but each AA manages an
arbitrary number of attributes.

Cloud Server (CS): It stores data owners’ data in en-
crypted form and provides data storage service to
data users. The CS is not involved in access control
enforcement or data decryption process. It means
that, in our system, data access decisions are made
cryptographically such that only authorized users can
obtain data without depending any decision or pro-
cess done by CS. We assume that CS is minimally
trusted such that it converts ill-formed ciphertexts to
well-formed ciphertexts upon data publication phase
and updates well-formed ciphertexts to their latest
version upon any revocation event.

Data Owners (DO): A data owner defines an access
policy over a set of attributes from the relevant AAs
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Figure 1: System architecture of collaborative cloud data
storage

including CA and encrypts his/her data under the
access policy. Then the DO publishes the encrypted
data in ill-formed way to CS. The data access de-
cision to this data is enforced cryptographically ac-
cording to the access policy in the ciphertext without
any dependence from CS. It means that any autho-
rized user who has sufficient attributes can decrypt
the ciphertext to obtain the data.

Data Users (DU): Each DU is assigned with a global
identity from CA and entitled to a set of attributes
from multiple AAs including the essential attribute
from CA. Any DU can freely get any ciphertext from
CS and can decrypt the ciphertext if and only if the
DU’s attribute set satisfies the access policy of the
ciphertext. However, any DU’s attribute set may dy-
namically change due to his/her role change in the
different domains in the system, and this case will
be handled by the attribute revocation mechanism
of our system. Moreover, any DU can leave the sys-
tem or detected as a malicious DU, and this case will
be handled by the user revocation mechanism of our
system.

3.2 Algorithms

The proposed scheme consists of the following algorithms:

• GSetup(λ) → GP,SK, V K. This algorithm, run by
CA, takes the security parameter λ as input and out-
puts the global parameters GP for the system. In
addition, CA generates a pair of sign and verification
keys, SK, V K.

• ASetup(GP )→ MKθ, PPθ, {hk
h(verxθ )
xθ }. This algo-

rithm, run by an AA, takes the global parameters
GP as input, and it outputs the AA’s master key
MKθ and public parameters PPθ. It also outputs

a set of ciphertext-heal keys {hkh(verxθ )xθ } for all the
attributes {xθ} that the AA handles, where h(verxθ )
is the version value of the attribute xθ.

• GKeyGen(GP, gid)→ Ggid. This algorithm, run by
CA, takes the global parameters GP and a global
identifier gid of a DU as input, and it outputs a user-
central-key Ggid for the DU.

• AKeyGen(GP,MKθ, Ggid,Sgid,θ) → AKgid,θ. This
algorithm, run by an AA, takes the global param-
eters GP , the AA’s master key MKθ and a DU’s
user-central-key Ggid and an attribute set Sgid,θ that
describes the DU’s role in the domain as input. It
then outputs an user-attribute-key AKgid,θ for the
DU.

• Encrypt(m, (M,ρ), GP, {PPθ}θ∈F )→ c̃t. This algo-
rithm, run by a DO, takes data m, an LSSS access
structure (M,ρ) , the global parameters GP , and a
set of public parameters {PPθ} of the relevant AAs
including CA as input. Here, θ is index of the rele-
vant authorities including both CA and the AAs. It
outputs an ill-formed ciphertext c̃t that no one can
decrypt.

• CTConvert(c̃t, {hkxθ}
h(verxθ )

xθ=ρ(i),θ∈F ) → CT . This al-

gorithm, run by CS, takes an ill-formed ciphertext c̃t

and a set of ciphertext-heal keys {hkxθ}
h(verxθ )

xθ=ρ(i),θ∈F
for all the attributes included in the access structure
of the ciphertext as input. It then outputs a well-
formed ciphertext CT .

• Decrypt(CT,Ggid, {AKgid,θ}θ∈F ) → m|⊥. This al-
gorithm, run by a DU, takes a well-formed ciphertext
CT , a DU’s user-central-key Ggid and a set of user-
attribute-keys {AKgid,θ} of the DU as input. It then
outputs the data m when the DU’s attribute set Sgid
satisfies the access structure (M,ρ) of the CT . Oth-
erwise the decryption fails and returns ⊥.

• CKeyGen(MKθ, yθ) → hk
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ , ck

h(ver′yθ
)

yθ ,MK ′θ.
This algorithm, run by an AA, takes the AA’s master
key MKθ, an attribute yθ involved in the revocation
event as input. It then outputs a ciphertext-heal-key

hk
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ , a ciphertext-update-key ck

h(ver′yθ
)

yθ , and an
updated master key MK ′θ.

• CTUpdate(CT, ck
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ ) → CT

′
. This algorithm,

run by CS, takes a ciphertext CT and a ciphertext-

update key ck
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ as input, and it outputs an up-

dated ciphertext CT
′
.

• UKeyGen(MKθ, yθ, Ggid) → uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
. This algo-

rithm, run by an AA, takes the AA’s master key
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MKθ, an attribute yθ, and an user-central-key Ggid

as input. It then outputs a key-update-key uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
associated with the attribute yθ that a DU with the
user-central-key Ggid is requested.

• AKUpdate(AKgid,θ, uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
)→ AK ′gid,θ. This al-

gorithm, run by a DU, takes the DU’s user-attribute-

key AKgid,θ and a key-update-key uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
for

the DU as input, and it outputs an updated user-
attribute-key AK ′gid,θ for the DU.

Definition 4. The Key-Escrow-Free MA-CP-
ABE Scheme with Dual-Revocation is correct if
for any GP generated by GSetup(λ) algorithm,
for any set of {PPθ,MKθ, hkxθ} generated by
ASetup(GP ) algorithm, for any CT encrypted by
Encrypt(m, (M,ρ), GP, {PPθ}θ∈F ) algorithm on data m

and converted by CTConvert(c̃t, {hkxθ}
h(verxθ )

xθ=ρ(i),θ∈F )

algorithm, for any secret key (Ggid, {AKgid,θ})
generated by GKeyGen(GP, gid) and
AKeyGen(GP,MKθ, Ggid,Sgid,θ) algorithms, it is
true that Decrypt(CT,Ggid, {AKgid,θ}θ∈F ) = m if and
only if the attribute set Sgid = ∪θ∈FSgid,θ satisfies (M,ρ)
and the version values of the corresponding components
in the both of {AKgid,θ} and CT are match.

3.3 Security Model and Security Re-
quirements

We consider potential attackers in the collaborative cloud
storage system as follows: 1) The CA and each AA are
assumed to be honest such that each of them does not col-
lude with any other entity. However, CA or any AA can
be corrupted by attackers, and also it should be prevented
from decrypting any ciphertexts individually. 2) The CS
is assumed to be minimally trusted. It might attempt
to obtain the content of the encrypted data although it
correctly performs the tasks assigned by legitimate enti-
ties. 3) Each DU is assumed to be dishonest and mali-
cious, and he/she might attempt to obtain access to data
beyond his/her access privilege. To simplicity, we clas-
sify dishonest and malicious DUs in the system into three
categories: (a) unauthorized DU is a user who does not
have sufficient attributes satisfying the access policy of
the encrypted data. (b) partially revoked DU is a user
whose attribute set no longer satisfies the access policy of
the encrypted data. (c) fully revoked DU is a user whose
access privilege is no longer valid in the system.

Now, we present a security model for the proposed
Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority CP-ABE Scheme with
Dual-Revocation. The security model is described by a
game between a challenger B and an adversary A. The
phases of the game are following:

Global Setup. The B runs GSetup algorithm and sends
the global parameters to the A.

Init. In this phase, The A specifies a set of corrupted
authorities C ⊆ N , where N is the set of all author-
ities. We assume that the A can corrupt at most
|N | − 1 number of authorities. In addition, the A
declares a challenge access structure (M∗, ρ∗) along
with the target version numbers {ver∗xθ}xθ=ρ∗(i) for
each attribute included in the challenge access struc-
ture, which he will try to attack.

Authority Setup. For non-corrupted authorities N−C,
the B obtains the public parameters and master key
by running ASetup algorithm and gives the public
parameters to the A.

Phase 1. The A makes secret key and key-update-key
queries adaptively as follows:

• Secret key queries: A secret key consists of
a user-central-key and a set of user-attribute-
keys for an attribute set Sgid. The A
makes secret key queries by submitting Sgid =⋃
θ∈N−C Sgid,θ, where Sgid ∪

⋃
θ∈C Uθ does not

satisfy the challenge access structure. The
B responds to each query by returning a
user-central-key Ggid along with set of user-
attribute-keys {AKgid,θ}θ∈N−C .

• Key-update-key queries: The A makes key-
update-key queries by submitting (xθ, Ggid)
along with a version number verxθ for the
attribute xθ, where xθ must be in Sgid =⋃
θ∈N−C Sgid,θ and 2 ≤ verxθ ≤ ver∗xθ . The
B responds by returning the corresponding key-

update-key uk
h(verxθ )

gid,xθ
to the A.

Challenge. The A submits two equal length messages
m0 and m1 to the B. The B flips a random coin
b ∈ {0, 1}, encrypts mb under the access structure
(M∗, ρ∗) and sends the ciphertext CT ∗ to the A,
where the version numbers of each attribute in the
access structure are equal to the corresponding ver-
sion number ver∗p(·) given with the challenge access
structure.

Phase 2. Phase 1 is repeated.

Guess. The A makes a guess b
′

for b and it wins if b = b
′
.

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is de-
fined as Pr[b = b

′
]− 1/2.

Definition 5. Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority CP-
ABE Scheme with Dual-Revocation is selectively secure
(against static corruption of authorities) if all polynomial
time adversaries have at most a negligible advantage in
this security game.

Our scheme also guarantees the following security re-
quirements which are basic requirements for revocation:

Collusion Resistance: Any fully revoked/partially re-
voked DU should be prevented from decrypting any
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ciphertext, to which he/she is not authorized to ac-
cess, by colluding with CS (type-A) or any non-
revoked DU (type-B).

Forward Secrecy: Any partially revoked DU should be
prevented from decrypting any ciphertext which re-
quires the attributes which are revoked from the DU
to decrypt. Any fully revoked DU should be pre-
vented from decrypting any ciphertext.

Backward Secrecy: Any new/non-revoked DU should
be able to decrypt any ciphertext as long as the DU
has sufficient attribute set satisfying the access struc-
ture of the ciphertext.

4 Data Access Control by Key-
Escrow Free Multi-Authority
CP-ABE with Dual Revocation

4.1 Overview

We now present our Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority
CP-ABE Scheme with Dual-Revocation that can enable
a secure and scalable data access control for collabora-
tive cloud storage systems. As previously mentioned, our
scheme introduces a dummy attribute called the essential
attribute and makes use of a certificate authority (CA)
apart from attribute authorities (AAs). Although our
scheme separates authorities into a CA and multiple AAs,
CA acts as an AA by handling the essential attribute be-
sides setting up the system. The essential attribute is
used in our scheme for dual-purpose: to achieve user re-
vocation mechanism and key escrow free property. The
essential attribute, therefore, must be included in the ac-
cess structure of each ciphertext. Moreover, each user is
required to possess an additional user-attribute-key which
is associated with the essential attribute besides the DU’s
user-attribute-keys that are associated with a different set
of attributes from different domains. Note that CA will
be included in all the AA notation throughout this paper
since it is involved in two different roles in the system.

In our construction, an access structure is formed from
a boolean formula that expressed as a binary access tree
which has two subtrees connected to an AND root gate.
While one subtree consists of only leaf node associated
with the essential attribute, the other subtree is formed
from an access policy defined by the DO over a set of
meaningful attributes, where interior nodes are AND or
OR gates and the leaf nodes correspond to the attributes.
Using the LSSS generation algorithm [18], one can con-
vert any access trees into their equivalent LSSS matri-
ces. Since the access structure is defined over a set of
attributes from different AAs including CA, a DO en-
crypts his/her data under the access structure by using
the public parameters of the relevant AAs including CA; it
results in an ill-formed ciphertext. Before publishing the
ill-formed ciphertext, CS converts it into a well-formed

ciphertext by using a set of the corresponding ciphertext-
heal-keys . To decrypt any ciphertext, a DU must have a
user-central-key issued by CA and a set of user-attribute-
keys satisfying the access structure of the ciphertext, in
which the user-attribute-key associated with the essential
attribute must be valid.

Our scheme supports both user revocation and at-
tribute revocation, and we call it dual revocation. We
achieve both user revocation and attribute revocation
mechanism by applying the same technique, but CA is
in charge of user revocation controller by handling the
essential attribute and any AA is in charge of attribute
revocation controller by handling the corresponding at-
tribute. In our revocation mechanism, the revocation
controller defines an attribute secret and a system-wide
version number for each attribute in the system at the
domain setup phase. The version number of the attribute
indicates the evolution of the attribute’s attribute secret,
and all the version numbers are initially set to 1. More-
over, each version number is hashed to a version value
which will be embedded into the corresponding attribute
component in ciphertexts and user-attribute-keys. When-
ever any revocation event takes place, the attribute secret
for the involved attribute is replaced with a new one, and
its version number is increased by 1. Since the attribute
secret for the involved attribute is redefined, the corre-
sponding attribute component in the public parameters,
ciphertexts and non-revoked DUs’ attribute-secret-keys
must be updated in order to guarantee backward secrecy.
In order to avoid the impracticality of the frequent update
of the public parameters, we introduce ill-formed cipher-
text and ciphertext-heal key components in our scheme,
as mentioned above. The ciphertext-heal keys are gener-
ated by the revocation controller for the purpose of the
subsequent data publication data instead of updating the
corresponding component in the public parameters. The
revocation controller also generates a ciphertext-update
key for updating the corresponding attribute component
in ciphertexts. Once CS receives the ciphertext-update
key, it updates the corresponding attribute component in
the ciphertexts by using proxy re-encryption technique [5]
but in a unidirectional way. For the purpose of updating
the corresponding attribute component in non-revoked
DUs’ user-attribute-keys, the revocation controller gen-
erates a unique key-update-key for each non-revoked DU
on demand whenever the DU requests. The DU’s re-
quest is triggered by the detection of whether any at-
tribute component of his/her user-attribute-key is state-
less. This detection is made upon the decryption process
by matching the corresponding version values in both the
ciphertext and the user-attribute-key. Upon receiving the
key-update-key, the DU updates his/her key to its lat-
est version. The increased version values are embedded
within ciphertext-heal-keys, ciphertext-update-keys and
key-update-keys; With these keys, the version values of
the corresponding attribute components in ciphertexts
and non-revoked DUs’ user-attribute-keys are updated to
their latest version as well.
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4.2 Construction

Let N denote the set of all the authorities including CA
and Aθ be an authority with the index θ. In addition, let
Uθ denote a set of attributes managed by an Aθ and let
F ⊆ N denote a set of the relevant authorities including
CA from them some attributes are involved in the access
structure for the encryption.

The construction of our scheme is presented as follows:

System Initialization: The CA sets up the system by
running the GSetup algorithm and also sets up its
own domain by running the ASetup algorithm. After
setting up its domain, CA sends a ciphertext-heal-
key related to the essential attribute to CS. In the
Collaborative Cloud Storage System, any entity can
simply act as an AA by setting up its own domain
with the ASetup algorithm. After setting up its do-
main, it sends a set of ciphertext-heal-keys, each is
related to an attribute of the domain, to CS.

• GSetup(λ). It first chooses a bilinear group G0

of prime order p with generator g and a bilinear
map e : G0 × G0 → G1. In addition, CA gen-
erates a pair of sign SK and verification V K
keys. The global parameters are published as:

GP = (e, g,G0,G1, V K).

• ASetup(GP ). It first chooses randomly
αθ, βθ, δθ, aθ ∈ Zp as its master key and
{txθ , vxθ}xθ∈Uθ ∈ Zp as attribute secrets for the
attributes in the domain. Next, it sets each at-
tribute’s version number verxθ as 1 and selects a
non-cryptographic hash function h(·) that maps
a version number to a hash value. It then out-
puts the authority’s master keyMKθ and public
parameters PPθ as follows:

MKθ = (αθ, βθ, δθ, aθ,

{verxθ = 1, txθ , vxθ}xθ∈Uθ );
PPθ = (e(g, g)αθ , gaθ , gδθβθ ,

{h(verxθ ), Txθ = gtxθβθ}xθ∈Uθ ).

Finally, it generates a set of ciphertext-heal-keys
for all attributes in the domain as follows:

{hkh(verxθ )xθ =
vxθ − txθ

δθ
}xθ∈Uθ

User and Attribute Authorization: When a new
DU joins the system, CA assigns a globally unique
identifier gid to the DU and issues a user-central-key
by running the GKeyGen, on which a signature
of CA. Also, CA generates a user-attribute-key
associated with the essential attribute for the DU by
running the AKeyGen algorithm. Then, CA sends
them to the DU through a secure channel. To get a
user-attribute-key, any DU submits its user-central-
key to an AA. Each AA authenticates any DU by
verifying the signature on the DU’s user-central-key

with the verification key V K issued by CA. If the
DU is a legal DU, then the AA entitles a set of at-
tributes Sgid,θ to the DU according to his/her role in
the domain and then generates a user-attribute-key
for the DU by running the AKeyGen algorithm.
Then, the AA sends the user-attribute-key to the
DU through a secure channel.

• GKeygen(GP, gid). It first chooses a random
uid ∈ Zp and generates a user-central-key for
the DU as follows:

Ggid = guid .

Then, it signs on it with the sign-key SK to
ensure its integrity.

• AKeyGen(GP,MKθ, Ggid,Sgid,θ). It generates
a user-attribute-key which is associated with the
DU’s attribute set in the domain as follows:

AKgid,θ =
(
D1θ = gαθ (Ggid)

aθ ,∀xθ ∈ Sgid,θ :

{h(verxθ ), Dxθ = (Ggid)
vxθβθ}

)
Data Publication: Before outsourcing data m, a DO

defines an access structure (M,ρ). Then, the DO
encrypts the data m under the (M,ρ) by running
the Encrypt algorithm and submits an ill-formed ci-
phertext as the output to CS. After receiving the
ill-formed ciphertext, CS converts it to a well-formed
ciphertext by running the CTConvert algorithm. Fi-
nally, CS publishes the well-formed ciphertext to the
collaborative cloud storage.

• Encrypt(m, (M,ρ), GP, {PPθ}θ∈F ). Let M be
an l×n matrix. The function ρ associates rows
of M to attributes. Then, it chooses a random
vector ~v = (s, y2, ..., yn) ∈ Znp , where y2, ..., yn
will be used to share the encryption exponent s.
For i = 1 to l, it calculates λi = ~v ·Mi, where Mi

is the vector corresponding to the ith row of M .
In addition, it randomly chooses r1, r2, ..., rl ∈
Zlp and computes an ill-formed ciphertext as:

c̃t =
(
C0 = m

( ∏
θ∈F

e(g, g)αθ
)s
, C1 = gs,

{h(verρ(i)), Ci,1 = gri , Ci,2 = g−δθβθri ,

C̃i,3 = (
∏
θ∈F

gaθ )λiT−riρ(i) }i=1...l

)
.

Here, h(verρ(i)) is set by the version value of the
corresponding Txθ in the PP θ, where xθ = ρ(i).

• CTConvert(c̃t, {hkxθ}
h(verxθ )

xθ=ρ(i),θ∈F ). By using a

set of ciphertext-heal keys {hkxθ}xθ=ρ(i),θ∈F ,
it converts an ill-formed ciphertext to a well-
formed ciphertext as:

CT =
(
C0, C1, {h(verρ(i)), Ci,1, Ci,2,

Ci,3 = C̃i,3 · (Ci,2)
hk
h(verxθ

)

ρ(i) }i=1...l

)
.
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Here, h(verρ(i)) is set by the version value of the

corresponding ciphertext-heal-key hk
h(verxθ )
xθ ,

where xθ = ρ(i).

Data Retrieval: Any DU can freely get any ciphertext
CT from CS and obtain the data by running the
Decrypt algorithm if and only if the DU possesses
sufficient attributes Sgid =

⋃
θ∈F Sgid,θ that satisfy

the access structure (M,ρ) of the CT . Note that, in
decryption process, the version values of the attribute
components in the user-attribute-keys are matched
with the version values of the corresponding compo-
nents in the ciphertext for the purpose of detecting
whether there is any component stateless in the DU’s
user-attribute-keys. If there is any mismatch, then it
will trigger the DU to request a key-update-key for
the attribute on which the version number mismatch
occurs from CA or the corresponding AA.

• Decrypt(CT,Ggid, {AKgid,θ}θ∈F ). Suppose
that Sgid =

⋃
θ∈F Sgid,θ satisfies the access

structure (M,ρ) and let I ⊆ 1, 2, ..., l be defined
as I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ Sgid}. Then, it chooses a set
of constants {wi ∈ Zp}i∈I and reconstructs the
secret s as s =

∑
i∈I wiλi if λi are valid shares

of the secret s according to M . The decryption
algorithm first computes:

K =
e(C1,

∏
θ∈F D1θ )∏

i∈I
(
e(Ci,1, Dρ(i))e(Ci,3, Ggid)

)wi
= e(g, g)s

∑
θ∈F αθ .

Finally, it recovers the data by computing:

m = C0/K.

Attribute and User Revocation: When an attribute
revocation event takes place, the AA that man-
ages the involved attribute runs the CKeyGen algo-
rithm to generate a pair of ciphertext-heal-key and
ciphertext-update-key for CS, where the keys are re-
lated to the involved attribute. In the case of user
revocation event, the involved attribute will be the
essential attribute and CA runs the CKeyGen al-
gorithm to generate a pair of ciphertext-heal-key
and ciphertext-update-key related the essential at-
tribute. Upon receiving the pair of keys, CS up-
dates all the ciphertexts which include the involved
attribute in their access structures by running the
CTUpdate algorithm. In the case of user revoca-
tion, all ciphertexts are updated since all ciphertexts
include the essential attribute in its access struc-
ture. Note that CS keeps the new ciphertext-heal-
key for subsequent data publications instead of the
old one. The AA (or CA) generates a unique key-
update-key for the non-revoked DU on demand by
running the UKeyGen algorithm. That is to say that
the key-update-key generation is triggered by the re-
quest from any non-revoked DU. Upon receiving the

unique key-update-key from the AA, the DU updates
his/her corresponding user-attribute-key by running
the AKUpdate algorithm. To simplicity, we suppose
that yθ is the attribute involved in the revocation
event.

• CKeyGen(MKθ, yθ). It first randomly chooses
v′yθ ∈ Zp as new attribute secret for yθ, which
is different from the previous secret v′yθ 6= vyθ
and increases the attribute’s version number by
1 as ver′yθ = veryθ + 1. Then, it generates a
ciphertext-heal-key as follows:

hk
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ =

v′yθ − tyθ
δθ

.

Next, it generates a ciphertext-update-key as
follows:

ck
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ = (ck

′
=
v′yθ − δθ
δθ

, ck
′′

= vyθβθ − δθβθ).

Finally, it updates the master key MKθ into
MK

′

θ by replacing the old attribute secret vyθ
for yθ with new one v′yθ with the increased ver-
sion number ver′yθ .

• CTUpdate(CT, ck
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ ). It updates only the

corresponding component associated with yθ
and sets its version value as the version value

associated with ck
h(ver′yθ

)
yθ as:

CT
′

= (C0, C1,∀i : { if ρ(i) 6= yθ :

h(ver(ρ(i)), Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3,

if ρ(i) = yθ : h(ver′(ρ(i)), Ci,1, Ci,2,

C
′

i,3 = Ci,3 · (Ci,1)ck
′

· (Ci,2)ck
′′

}).
• UKeyGen(MKθ, yθ, Ggid). It generates a

unique key-update-key for the non-revoked DU
as follows:

uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
= (Ggid)

v′yθ
βθ .

• AKUpdate(SKgid,θ, uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
). It only re-

places the corresponding component associated
with the involved attribute and its version value

with the corresponding values in uk
h(ver′yθ

)

gid,yθ
as

follows:

SK
′

gid,θ = (D1θ , yθ ∈ Sgid,θ : h(ver′yθ ),

D
′

yθ
= ukgid,yθ ,

∀xθ ∈ Sgid,θ \ yθ : {h(verxθ ), Dxθ}).

4.3 Correctness

If the attribute set S satisfies the access structure, we
have that

∑
i∈I λiwi = s. Therefore:

K =
e(C1,

∏
θ∈F D1θ

)∏
i∈I

(
e(Ci,1,Dρ(i))e(Ci,3,Ggid)

)wi
=

e(gs,
∏
θ∈F g

αθ guidaθ )∏
i∈I

(
e(gri ,g

uidvxθ
βθ )e((

∏
θ∈F (gaθ )λig

−vxθ βθri ,guid )
)wi
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Table 2: Security property comparison

Properties [36] [20] [10] Our
Collusion Resistance (type-A) No No Yes Yes
Collusion Resistance (type-B) Yes No Yes Yes
Forward Secrecy Yes No No Yes
Backward Secrecy Yes No No Yes

= e(gs,g
∑
θ∈F αθ guid

∑
θ∈F aθ )∏

i∈I

(
e(gri ,g

uidvxθ
βθ )e((gλi

∑
θ∈F aθ g

−vxθ βθri ,guid )
)wi

= e(g,g)s
∑
θ∈F αθ e(g,g)uids

∑
θ∈F aθ∏

i∈I

(
e(g,g)

riuidvxθ
βθ e(g,g)λiuid

∑
θ∈F aθ e(g,g)

−vxθ βθriuid )
)wi

= e(g,g)s
∑
θ∈F αθ e(g,g)uids

∑
θ∈F aθ∏

i∈I

(
e(g,g)λiuid

∑
θ∈F aθ

)wi
= e(g,g)s

∑
θ∈F αθ e(g,g)uids

∑
θ∈F aθ

e(g,g)uid
∑
θ∈F aθ

∑
i∈I λiwi

= e(g,g)s
∑
θ∈F αθ e(g,g)uids

∑
θ∈F aθ

e(g,g)uids
∑
θ∈F aθ

= e(g, g)s
∑
θ∈F αθ

Then, the data m is recovered as:

m =
C0

K
=
m
∏
θ∈F (e(g, g)αθ )s

e(g, g)
s
∑
θ∈FA

αθ
=
me(g, g)s

∑
θ∈F αθ

e(g, g)s
∑
θ∈F αθ

5 Analysis of Our System

5.1 Security Analysis

As can be seen in Table 1, our scheme is the only scheme
that supports both user revocation and attribute revo-
cation. Therefore, we first give a comparison between
the proposed scheme and the existing attribute-revocable
MA-CP-ABE schemes [10, 20, 36] in terms of the security
properties defined in Section 3.3.

We will prove the following theorem regarding the se-
curity of our Key-Escrow-Free Multi-Authority CP-ABE
Scheme with Dual-Revocation.

Theorem 1. If the decisional q-parallel BDHE assump-
tion holds then all PPT adversary with challenge matrix
of size l∗×n∗, where l∗, n∗ ≤ q, have negligible advantage
in selectively breaking our system.

Proof. To prove the theorem, we will assume that there
exists a PPT attackerA which has a non-negligible advan-
tage AdvA in selectively breaking our system. Moreover,
we suppose the A chooses a challenge matrix (M∗, ρ∗)
where both dimensions are at most q. Using this attacker,
we will build a PPT simulator B that plays the decisional
q-parallel BDHE problem with non-negligible advantage.
Since we assume that the attacker can corrupt at most
|N −1| authorities, the attacker cannot know the the mas-
ter key of only non-corrupted authority. It implies that
the security proof of our scheme can be proved under q-
parallel BDHE assumption. Thus, in security proof, we
will use only the terms of the q-parallel BDHE assump-
tion instead of all the different gaθ terms of the relevant
authorities.

Global Setup. The B sends the global parameters GP
of the system to the A.

Init. The B takes the q-parallel BDHE challenge ~y, T . It
receives a set of corrupted authorities C ⊆ N and
a challenge access structure (M∗, ρ∗) along with the
target version numbers {ver∗xθ}xθ=ρ∗(i) from the A.
We have that M∗ is a l∗×n∗ matrix, where l∗, n∗ < q.

Authority Setup. For each non-corrupted authority
Aθ ∈ N − C, the B picks random exponents
α′θ, βθ, δθ ∈ Zp and implicitly sets the master key
of the authority to be αθ = α′θ + aq+1 by letting

e(g, g)αθ = e(ga, ga
q

)e(g, g)α
′
θ .

We describe how the simulator programs the public
attribute keys {Txθ}xθ∈U , where U =

⋃
θ∈NA−CA Uθ.

For each xθ ∈ U , it chooses random values zxθ , vxθ ∈
Zp. Let X denote the set of indices i, such that
ρ∗(i) = xθ. The simulator programs Txθ as:

Txθ =
(
gzxθ

∏
i∈X

gaM
∗
i,1/bi · ga

2M∗i,2/bi · · · ga
n∗M∗i,n∗/bi

)βθ
Note that if X = ∅ then we have Txθ = gzxθβθ . Also
note that the public attribute keys are distributes
randomly due to the gzxθ and βθ values.

Therefore, the public parameters of each non-
corrupted authority Aθ are:

PPθ =

(
e(g, g)α

′
θ , gδθβθ , {h(1), Txθ}xθ∈Uθ

)
.

Moreover, the simulator selects randomly ver∗xθ − 1
number of values {v′xθ}ver=2,...,ver∗xθ

∈ Zp for each

xθ ∈ UA and keeps them. Then, the simulator
can calculate a set of ciphertext-heal-keys for all at-
tributes that appear in the challenge access structure,
where each ciphertext-heal-key can be calculated on
its target version number by using v′xθ for version
number ver∗xθ .

hk
h(ver∗xθ

)
xθ =

v′xθ − zxθ
δθ

.

Phase 1. In this phase, the simulator answers secret
key and key-update key queries from the adversary.
Without loss of generality, suppose the simulator is
given a secret key query for Sgid for the version
numbers of all the attributes in Sgid is 1, where
Sgid =

⋃
θ∈N−C Sgid,θ is a set of attributes belonging

to several non-corrupted authorities. Suppose Sgid
does not satisfy M∗ in combination with any keys
that can be obtained from corrupted authorities.

Since Sgid does not satisfy (M∗, ρ∗(i)), there exist a
vector ~w = (w1, ..., wn∗) ∈ Zn∗p such that w1 = −1
and ~w ·M∗i = 0 for all i ∈ I = i|i ∈ [l] ∧ ρ∗(i) ∈ Sgid.
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Then, the simulator chooses a random u′id ∈ Zp and
implicitly sets uid as

uid = u′id + w1a
q + w2a

q−1 + · · ·+ wn∗a
q−n∗+1

= u′id +
∑

i=1...n∗

wia
q+1−i

This is properly distributed due to the u′id. Then it
calculates:

Ggid = guid = gu
′
id

∏
i=1...n∗

(
ga

q+1−i
)wi

Now we describe how to create an user-attribute-
key for every Sgid,θ ⊆ Sgid. It has to create the
user-attribute-keys separately since each subset of
attributes Sgid,θ ⊆ Sgid belongs to different au-
thority Aθ. Each user-attribute key consists of
D1θ , {Dxθ}xθ∈Sgid,θ components. Note that all at-
tribute components in the user-attribute-keys are
created on the version number 1. Then using the
suitable terms from the assumption, the simulator
calculates:

D1θ = gαθgauid = ga
q+1

gα
′
θgau

′
id

∏
i=1...n∗

gwia
q+2−1

= gα
′
θ (ga)u

′
id

∏
i=2...n∗

(
ga

q+2−i
)wi

Now, for all xθ ∈ Sgid,θ, the simulator has to compute
Dxθ component. If xθ ∈ Sgid,θ is not used in the
access structure, for which there is no i such that
ρ∗(i) = xθ, the the simulator can simply calculate:

Dxθ =
(
Ggid

)vxθβθ
If xθ ∈ Sgid,θ is used in the access structure, then the
simulator computes Dxθ as follows:

Dxθ =
(
Ggid

)vxθβθ ∏
i∈X

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(
g(a

j/bi)r·

∏
k=1,...,n∗,k 6=j

(ga
q+1+j−k/bi)wk

)M∗i,jβθ
Towards key-update key queries, the simulator re-
turns a key-update-key for the given attribute and
on the given version number. Suppose that the sim-
ulator is given a key-update-key for (xθ, Ggid) along
with a version number txθ , where xθ ∈ Sgid and
2 ≤ txθ ≤ ver∗xθ . By using v′xθ for the version num-
ber txθ , the simulator calculates a key-update key

uk
h(txθ )

gid,xθ
for each xθ in the similar way of calculating

Dxθ depending on whether xθ is in the challenge ac-
cess structure or not. If xθ is not used in the access
structure, the key-update key can calculate as:

uk
h(txθ )

gid,xθ
=
(
Ggid

)v′xθβθ

If xθ is used in the access structure, then the key-
update key can calculate as:

uk
h(txθ )

gid,xθ
=
(
Ggid

)v′xθβθ ∏
i∈X

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(
g(a

j/bi)r·

∏
k=1,...,n∗,k 6=j

(ga
q+1+j−k/bi)wk

)βθM∗i,j
Challenge. In this phase, we build the challenge cipher-

text. The adversary gives two messages m0,m1 with
equal length to the simulator, The simulator flips a
coin b and contructs

C0 = mb · T ·
∏
θ∈FA

e(g, gs)α
′
θ

and C1 = gs, where T is the challenge term and gs

is the corresponding term of the assumption.

The tricky part is to simulate the Ci,3 values since
this contains the terms that must be cancelled out.
However, the simulator can choose the secret split-
ting, such that these can be cancelled out. The sim-
ulator sets

~v = (s, sa+ y′2, sa
2 + y′3, ..., sa

n∗−1 + y′n∗) ∈ Zn
∗

p ,

where y′2, ..., y
′
n∗ ∈ Zp. We see that the secret s

and the vector ~v are properly distributed, since s
is information theoretically hidden from A and y′i’s
are picked uniformly at random. As as result, since
λi = ~v ·M∗i , we can construct the share of the secret
as:

λi =
∑

j=1...n∗

M∗i,jsa
j−1 +

∑
j=2,...,n∗

M∗i,jy
′
j .

For each row, the simulator chooses a random r′i and
implicitly sets ri = r′i + sbi. For i = 1, ..., n∗, we
define Ri as the set of all k 6= i such that ρ∗(i) =
ρ∗(k). That is the set of all other row indices that
have the same attributes as row i. Using the above,
the B calculates

Ci,1 = grigsbi

Ci,2 = (g−ri · g−sbi)δθβθ

C̃i,3 = T
−r
′
i

ρ∗(i)

( ∏
j=2,...,n∗

(ga)M
∗
i,jy
′
j

)
(gbis)−zρ∗(i)βθ ·

( ∏
k∈Ri

∏
j=1,...,n∗

(ga
j ·s·(bi/bk))M

∗
k,jβθ

)
.

Since C̃i,3 is simulated in a ill-formed way, the simu-

lator also must convert C̃i,3 to a well-formed Ci,3 by

using a set of ciphertext-heal keys {hk
ver∗xθ
xθ }, where

xθ = ρ∗(i).

Ci,3 = C̃i,3 · (Ci,2)
hk
ver∗

ρ∗(i)
ρ∗(i) .

Therefore, the B hands over the ciphertext CT =
((M∗, ρ∗), C0, C1, {Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3}) to the A.
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Phase 2. The same as Phase 1.

Guess. The adversary eventually outputs a guess b
′

for
the challenge bit. If b

′
= b the simulator outputs 0

to guess that T = e(g, g)a
q+1s. Otherwise, it outputs

1 to indicate that it believes T is a random group
element in G1.

When T is a tuple the simulator B gives a perfect
simulation so we have that

Pr

[
B(~y, T = e(g, g)a

q+1s) = 0

]
=

1

2
+AdvA.

When T is a random group element the message mb

is completely hidden from the adversary and we have
that

Pr

[
B(~y, T = R) = 0

]
=

1

2
.

Therefore, the B can play the decisional q-parallel
BDHE game with non-negligible advantage.

5.2 Performance Analysis

As can bee seen in Table 1, our scheme is the only
scheme that supports both user revocation and attribute
revocation, whereas MA-CP-ABE schemes in [10, 20, 36]
only support attribute revocation. However, the schemes
in [10, 20] utilize composite order groups. The group op-
erations in composite order groups –group exponentia-
tions and group pairings– are several orders of magnitude
slower than those in prime order groups. More infor-
mation on the comparison between prime and compos-
ite groups can be found [12, 28]. Thus, we exclude those
schemes that are set in composite order groups from per-
formance comparisons, and we give performance analysis
of our scheme by comparing with Yang et al.’s scheme [36]
that utilizes prime order groups as the same as our scheme
does. The comparison is made in terms of storage over-
head, communication cost, and computational efficiency.
Now, we describe the notations used in the comparisons.
Let |G|, |GT |, and |Zp| denote the size of an element in
the source group, the target group, and the field Zp, re-
spectively. In addition, let u and a be the total number
of users and attributes in the system, respectively. More-
over, let s, l, and f denote the number of attributes a user
possess, the number of attributes in an access structure
and the number of matched attributes in a decryption, re-
spectively. Besides, r, k, ak, and nk denotes the number
of AAs involved in an encryption, the number of AAs in
the system, the number of attributes handled by the AA
and the number of AAs from that a user holds his/her
secret key, respectively. Furthermore, let nx and nc be
the number of users who possess an attribute x and the
number of ciphertexts including an attribute in its access
structure, respectively. Finally, let E, ET , and P denote
exponentiation in the source group, exponentiation in the
target group, and pairing operations, respectively.

Storage overhead. From Table 3, we can see the stor-
age overhead on each entity in the schemes, namely
cloud server (CS), certificate authority (CA), at-
tribute authority (AA), data owner (DO), and data
user (DU). In both schemes, the main storage over-
head on CS comes from ciphertexts, but our scheme
brings additional overhead on CS due to ciphertext-
heal-keys. However, it helps to reduce the communi-
cation cost between DOs and the AA on each re-
vocation event; this communication cost exists in
the scheme [36]. As for the overhead on CA, the
scheme [36] brings a considerable amount of over-
head than our scheme does because of a pair of global
public and secret keys of each user in the system. In
both schemes, the main storage overhead on each AA
comes from the attribute secrets of all the attributes
managed by the AA. Besides that, the scheme in [36]
causes a great deal of extra overhead on each AA be-
cause this scheme requires each AA to keep a pair
of global public and secret keys of each user in the
system. While only the public parameters and public
attribute keys of the AAs involved in the encryption
contribute the main storage overhead on a DO in
the scheme [36], in our scheme the public parame-
ters and public attribute keys of the AAs involved in
encryption including CA contribute the main stor-
age overhead on a DO. However, the total overhead
on a DO in our scheme is less than that in [36]. In
both schemes, the storage overhead on a DU comes
from a secret key that consists of the DU’s global
key and keys related to his/her attribute set from
different AAs. However, in our scheme the com-
ponents of secret key associated to the essential at-
tribute brings slightly additional overhead on a DU
than that in [36]. In Table 3, the size of a secret key
is expressed by all components possessed by a DU
who has s number of attributes in the system.

Communication cost. In Table 4, we discuss the com-
munication cost between the entities in the schemes.
To distinguish the communication cost at initializa-
tion phase from that at revocation phase, we use the
notations I: and R:, respectively. In the scheme [36],
CA sends a pair of global public and secret keys
of each user in the system to each AA; it brings
considerable higher communication cost between CA
and an AA. In both schemes, sending user-central-
key/global-key to a DU results in the communica-
tion cost between CA and the DU, and the cost in
our scheme is slightly higher than that in [36]. Due to
the user revocation mechanism –the scheme [36] does
not support– our scheme brings the communication
cost between CA and CS, DU regarding the essen-
tial attribute that CA handles. In both schemes, the
communication cost between CS and a DO, a DU
mainly comes from the transmission of a ciphertext,
and it is higher in the scheme [36] than that in our
scheme. The communication cost between an AA
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Table 3: Comparison of storage overhead

Ents The scheme in [36] Our scheme
CS (2 + 4l)|G|+ |GT | (4 + 3l)|G|+ |GT |; a|Zp|
CA u|Zp|+ u|G| 6|Zp|
AA (2 + ak + u)|Zp|+ u|G| (4 + 2ak)|Zp|
DO ((2 + 2ak)|G|+ |GT |)r ((5 + ak)|G|+ 2|GT |)r
DU |Zp|+ (1 + s+ 2nk)|G| (4 + s+ 2nk)|G|

and a DO comes from the public parameters and pub-
lic attribute keys managed by the AA, which is lower
in our scheme. In both schemes, a secret key associ-
ated with a set of attributes from the AA contributes
communication cost between the AA and the DU,
whereas key-update-key brings the cost upon each
attribute revocation event. This cost is nearly close
in both schemes.

Computational efficiency. We present a theoretical
analysis of the computational efficiency of our scheme
in terms of key generation, encryption, decryption,
ciphertext update and update key generation, as
shown in Table 5 by comparing with the scheme [36].
The most time-consuming operations in ABE set-
tings are group exponentiation and pairing. There-
fore, we present only those operations in the anal-
ysis. In both schemes, the cost of key generation
depends on the number of attributes the DU possess
from the AA. The cost of update key generation upon
each attribute revocation event in the scheme [36] de-
pends on the number of non-revoked users for the in-
volved attribute. In our scheme, the computational
cost coming from update key generation is less than
that in [36] since a key-update-key for a non-revoked
DU is generated on demand in our scheme. In both
schemes, the computational cost on a DO is occurred
by encryption, and the cost linearly increases with
the number of attributes expressing the access struc-
ture in the ciphertext. In both schemes, the cost
by decryption depends on the number of attributes
satisfying the access structure in the ciphertext, and
the computation cost occurred by ciphertext update
upon each attribute revocation event increases lin-
early as the number of ciphertexts including the in-
volved attribute in their access structures. As can be
seen from Table 5, our scheme is more efficient than
Yang et al.’s scheme [36].

6 Conclusion

The existing MA-CP-ABE schemes cannot be applied
to collaborative cloud data storage as data access con-
trol due to the key escrow problem and the absence of
dual revocation mechanism. In this paper, we proposed
a Key-Escrow-Free MA-CP-ABE scheme with Dual Re-
vocation to overcome the issues existing in the previous

Table 4: Comparison of communication cost

Comp’s The scheme in [36] Our scheme
CA&AA u|Zp|+ u|G| -
CA&CS - I: |Zp|; R: 3|Zp|
CA&DU |Zp|+ |G| 5|G|
CA&DO - 2|G|+ |GT |
AA&CS R: 2|Zp| I: a|Zp|; R: 3|Zp|
AA&DU I: (2 + sk)|G|;R: |G| I: (2 + sk)|G|; R: |G|
AA&DO (2 + 2nk)|G|+ |GT | |Zp|+ (1 + nk)|G|+ |GT |
DO&CS (1 + 4l)|G|+ |GT | (5 + 3l)|G|+ |GT |
CS&DU (1 + 4l)|G|+ |GT | (5 + 3l)|G|+ |GT |

Table 5: Comparison of computational efficiency

Components The scheme in [36] Our scheme
KeyGeneration (3 + 2s)E (1 + s)E

Encryption (2 + 5l)E + ET (1 + 4l)E + ET

Decryption fET + (4f + 2k)P fET + (2f + 1)P

CTUpdate 2ncE 2ncE

KeyUpdate nxE � nxE

works. The proposed scheme is key escrow free due to
the fact that any access structure is formed in a way
that attributes from an individual authority cannot sat-
isfy it. In addition, dual revocation mechanism in the
proposed scheme guarantees both forward and backward
secrecy, and it resists any potential collusion attacks as
well. Moreover, our scheme is set in groups of prime or-
der and proved in the standard model under a standard
assumption. Based on the comparison of MA-CP-ABE
schemes regarding their functionalities, the comparison of
attribute-revocable MA-CP-ABE schemes regarding secu-
rity requirements for revocation, and performance anal-
ysis, we demonstrate that our proposed scheme is more
suitable to be applied to collaborative cloud data storage
as a secure and scalable access control.
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